RAY-BAN #PROUDTOBELONG
Unique paths, universal emotions: the Ray-Ban #ProudToBelong campaign spotlights the human moments that connect us and let us
find our sense of belonging.
Every one of us is on a unique journey. But no matter where you’re headed to, one thing is for certain – life moments set our paths:
the laughter, the rush, the tears - these real moments of connection shape who we are. Embracing these moments, throwing ourselves
headfirst into every part of the journey – that’s when we find our path to belonging and where we can be our real selves. It’s not just
about belonging, it’s about being proud of it.
Celebrating the shared moments that connect us, the #PROUDTOBELONG campaign focuses on three key sentiments that bring to life
the very essence of our products: vulnerability & empathy, passion &joy, and confidence & pride.

CONNECTION CAUGHT ON FILM
Several shots bring the #PROUDTOBELONG campaign to life:
Vulnerability & Empathy (Ray-Ban I-Shape Family – Square)
The tender smile that says, ‘I forgive you’. Being caught lost in your thoughts. A friendly glance from
a stranger on a bad day. These moments of exchange define who we are. When you’re wondering to
find belonging, sometimes it finds you.

Passion & Joy (Ray-Ban Wayfarer)
When was the last time you lived like no one was watching? The last time you let passion take control –
and gave into joy? Passion sets us on fire. It ignites our soul. And when you finally lose yourself in the
moment? That’s when you belong. So, live for every second – and let your spirit come alive.

Confidence & Pride (Ray-Ban Wings)
Head held high. Confidence in every step: when you’re proud to stand-out, that’s when you belong.
Proud to belong anywhere and everywhere you choose – it’s when you can be yourself. Find your confidence,
and everything else falls into place. Standing tall – and never need to back down.

Products available for purchase are:
RB1971 – Ray-Ban Square
The return of a 70s look from the I-Shape Family, these oversized square frames make a statement.
Simply-constructed in metal with new Evolve lenses in gradient shades, Ray-Ban Square has a
style as strong as its foundations.

RB2140 – Ray-Ban Wayfarer
Ray-Ban Original Wayfarer Classics are one of the most recognizable and distinctive shape in
the history of sunglasses. Since its initial design in 1952, the Wayfarer has been a staple for
celebrities, musicians and artists – a symbol of passion, authenticity and true iconic style.

RB3697 – Ray-Ban Wings II
With a slick, squared shape and unique mirror gradient lenses, these frames can’t help but
make a mark and communicate confidence. Flat temples, flat double bridge, and the Wings II
logo stamped on the lens, they’re a guaranteed ticket into the spotlight.

About Ray-Ban:
https://www.ray-ban.com
Facebook.com/RayBan
Twitter.com/ray_ban
Instagram: @rayban
Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear,
Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Ferrari, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph
Lauren, Tiffany & Co., Valentino and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network
of approximately 9,100 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM, LensCrafters and Spectacle Hut in Asia-Pacific, GMO and Óticas Carol in Latin America,
Salmoiraghi & Viganò in Italy and Sunglass Hut worldwide. In 2018, with approximately 82,000 employees, Luxottica posted net sales of about Euro 9 billion. Additional information on
the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.

